Body part asymmetry in partial seizure.
Clinically differentiating between localisation related and generalised epilepsy is important because it carries significant implications for planning diagnostic management strategy. Asymmetry of body parts such as toes, popliteal crease levels, thumbs, cubital crease levels, and forehead and facial structures, are common in patients with localisation related epilepsy syndromes. We retrospectively studied 337 patients with seizure disorders. Body part asymmetry was routinely documented. Fifty-six were excluded because of non-epileptic seizures, pure psychiatric disorders, non-epileptic neurological disorders, brain tumours and strokes. The relationship between clinically detectable body asymmetry (BA) and the electro-anatomic characteristics of their epilepsy was explored. Body asymmetry was found in 88 out of 282 cases, in which 64 (73.5%) suffered from localisation related epilepsy. Among localisation related epilepsy, BA were found in 41.5% (n=64/154) of patients. In contrast, only 18.75% (n=24/128) of patients with generalised seizure disorders showed similar findings (P<0.0001). Among patients with partial onset seizures, lateralisation of BA was concordant with their seizure origin in 75.9% (n=41/54) and discordant in 24.1% (n=13/54). Investigation results of 10 partial epilepsy cases were non-lateralising at the time of study. Peak age of onset of concordant case was 0-5 years old while discordant group was 6-15 years old. We conclude that BA in patients with seizure disorder is a useful clue to diagnosis of localisation related seizure and may provide clues for lateralising seizure origin in partial onset seizures.